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Hearing Ye Lu’s question, “Big Wind” smiled and said. 

“Of course we demon beasts have our own method of perception, and they don’t know how to collect 

their breath at all, so of course I know.” 

This was a reminder to Ye Lu. 

“It looks like we need to cover up their scent a bit before we can do that.” 

So, after they returned, Ye Lu taught them a “spell” to hide their scent before leading them towards the 

“Beast Alliance”. 

The “Beast Alliance”, like other sects, did not appear to be very powerful on the surface, as the main 

body was inside the “Secret Realm”, but when he had just reached a distance from the “Beast Alliance 

Secret Realm”, Ye Lu felt the fluctuation of a “formation”, apparently there was a rather powerful 

“formation” outside the “Beast Alliance”. 

What surprised Ye Lu was something else. Just as the four of them were approaching, a butterfly 

suddenly spoke. 

Yes, it was a butterfly, which could have been missed if he wasn’t paying attention, but when Ye Lu 

observed it, he found that it was actually a powerful demonic beast that had crossed the “Golden Dan 

Avenue”. 

“Do you want to enter the ‘Beast Alliance’? Please follow me, you know that you have to pay the 

appropriate fees, right?” 

For those who entered the Beast Alliance, the Beast Alliance did not do too much checking, because 

these people were not here for the Beast Alliance, but to enter the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand 

Beasts” which belonged to the Beast Alliance. 

So, they leave the cost of entering and staying in the “Secret Realm of the Ten Thousand Beasts”, and 

then check the cultivation of the people who come and don’t pose any threat to the “Beast Alliance”, 

and that’s basically it. 

To be honest, due to its monopoly on the resources related to the “native spirit beasts” and “demon 

beasts”, the “Beast Alliance” has become more and more powerful over the years, and some people say 

that they are already the “number one sect” because the “Pill Alliance” and “Dan Tower” are also in a 

monopoly position, but firstly, they are two sects, and secondly, the combat power of pill refiners is not 

too strong, and most of their efforts are on pills. 

The “Beast Alliance” was different. First of all, the “Original Spirit Beasts” were extremely powerful, and 

many of them were even stronger than themselves, and they themselves were mainly fighting, so the 

people of the “Beast Alliance” were all extremely powerful in battle. 

He looked at the butterfly and said with a smile. 



“We don’t need any help, we only need the time to stay in the ‘Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm’, 

which is about thirty days for four people.” 

The “Beast Alliance” could provide various services, such as helping to find the designated “beast eggs”, 

helping to hatch the “beast eggs” brought in, and providing bodyguards for everyone to enter the 

“Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”, etc. 

Of course, each of these services is worth a lot of money, and as long as you provide enough payment, 

they can provide enough services. 

When she heard that Ye Lu and the others were only staying for a month, the butterfly immediately lost 

interest and muttered. 

“I thought there was some big deal, but it turns out to be poor people again.” 

People who only spend “days of stay” are usually those who come to buy money and try their luck, or to 

put it bluntly, those who want to make “a fortune” and “wolf for nothing”. 

For the “Beast Alliance”, such people have nothing to gain. 

Ye Lu did not feel uncomfortable with this butterfly’s attitude, anyway, in his opinion, there were so 

many people who despised him, so one more butterfly was nothing. 

In this way, the four of them followed the butterfly into the formation of the “Beast Alliance”. 

Only after entering the “formation” did Ye Luo discover that the “formation” had a similar scanning 

function that could detect the cultivation level of those who entered. 

Ye Lu and the others didn’t have to worry about this, as they all appeared to be at the level of “Jindan 

9”, which was not much in the “Beast Alliance”, and was considered to be a relatively low level, as the 

“Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts” was too dangerous after all. 

After walking through the formation, the scanning was completed, and Ye Lu paid a certain fee, not 

money of course, but various materials or “magic weapons”, “magic treasures”, and even various “gong 

methods”, “martial arts”, “spells” were all allowed. 

Of course, the amount of money paid was related to the length of stay, and Ye Lu and the others stayed 

for a month, which was not a very long time, so just like the butterfly said, there was no oil and water, 

so no one thought about them. 

The only thing that everyone noticed was the faces of the three women, each one was beautiful and not 

like the average mortal on earth. 

“This kid has been blessed in several lifetimes, to have such three extremely beautiful women at once, 

just give me one of them and I’ll be worth it in my life.” 

“Yeah, give me one and I’ll stay up all night.” 

“You’ve got a point, I’d die of laughter even if I died of exhaustion in bed with such a beauty.” 

…… 



Before they could say more and more unpleasant things, Ye Luo walked in with the three girls. 

After walking in, Ye Luo saw that this “Beast Alliance” headquarters was really big, bigger than all the 

secret realms he had seen before, and the climate inside was very complicated, some places looked 

cloudy and rainy, while some places were sunny and shining, and some places were snowy. 

In short, this place was perfectly suitable for all kinds of demonic beasts to survive. 

“It looks like this ‘Beast Alliance’ is really more powerful than the ‘Pill Alliance’ or something like that!” 

Ye Luo muttered with some emotion as he looked at the huge demonic beasts that kept flying up. 

Because many of the demonic beasts were at the level of “Golden Dan Da Dao”, and occasionally some 

of them were actually at the level of “YuanYing Old Monsters”, which made YeLu a little surprised. 

However, when he thought about it, he was relieved, because this was the “Beast Alliance”, and the 

“Original Spirit Beast” was something that could be more powerful than himself, so it wasn’t surprising 

that an expert at the peak of the “Golden Dan Da Dao” had a “YuanYing realm” demonic beast, but of 

course, it wasn’t that easy to train an “Original Spirit Beast” to the “YuanYing realm”. 

Many people will have more than they can handle, and the other thing is that many demonic beasts live 

far longer than humans, just as it is said that crows can live for 300 years, if your “native spirit beast” can 

live for 500 years, if it can become a “YuanYing realm” when it is 400 years old, and you can only live to 

100 years old, then something unfortunate will happen, because you will not survive much longer than 

your “native spirit beast”. 

Therefore, cultivating an “Original Spirit Beast” is actually a very complicated process. 

“When will I be able to have a ‘spirit beast’ this powerful?” 

Ye Yan looked at a spirit beast not far away and said enviously. 

For her part, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“Don’t be envious of them, soon you will have your own ‘Original Spirit Beast’, moreover, your Spirit 

Beast will become even more powerful because we have the ‘Hwagamir’s Spring’, don’t worry, we will 

become more and more powerful.” 

Just kidding, what Ye Yan was holding was a “Vermilion Bird Beast Egg” with 100% royal bloodline, after 

cultivating it, it would definitely be a powerful thing. 

“We have everything prepared, so there is no need for us to stop at the ‘Beast Alliance’, let’s go straight 

into the ‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’.” 

Ye Luo said as he looked at the road ahead and the “flying car” on one side. 

“Because the entrance of the Beast Alliance and the entrance and exit of the Secret Realm of the Beasts 

were very far apart, it was necessary to rely on the “flying car” to get there. 

Not only was it not free, but it was also extremely expensive. The fare for each person was actually 

enough to stay in the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts” for more than ten days. 



“Grandma, this ‘Beast Alliance’ is really dark!” 

Ye Yan said with some emotion as she sat in the “flying car”. 

From a certain point of view, the “Beast Alliance” was indeed a bit shady, but in reality, it was a matter 

of “one wants to fight, one wants to suffer”. 

So, Ye Lu didn’t say anything. 

However, he saw people from the Xuantian Clan appear near the starting point when the car was 

leaving, and one of them looked like Zhang Tian, but it was just a flash, so Ye Lu was not sure. 

“It can’t really be ‘Zhang Tian’, what is he doing here?” 

Ye Luo couldn’t help but frown. 
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To be honest, when he saw “Zhang Tian”, Ye Lu was really moved because, obviously, the key to the 

whole thing seemed to be “Zhang Tian”, so Ye Lu also wanted to catch Zhang Tian and ask him what was 

going on. 

However, he knew very well that he did not have the strength to do so at the moment, and if Zhang Tian 

knew that he was here, I was afraid that not only himself, but also Ye Yan and the three of them would 

have to go down with him, so Ye Lu definitely could not let such a thing happen. 

“It’s better to avoid them first.” 

Ye Luo muttered secretly. 

He had already experienced the power of the clan, so he felt that there would definitely be an expert 

protecting Zhang Tian’s side, and they must have left a backhand, not to mention that he was not 

entirely sure that the person was Zhang Tian. 

“The “flying car” was indeed worth its weight in gold, because the one pulling the “flying car” was a 

super powerful demonic beast that had truly crossed the “Golden Dan Avenue”, so the speed of the 

“flying car” was much faster than that of the plane. 

The four of them sat in the car and played cards for a while, but they didn’t feel bored. 

The result was that they were completely crushed by Qin Siyu and Ye Lu, and later, even Long Feixue 

looked at Qin Siyu with wide eyes. 

“Sister Siyu, you are too good at playing cards too.” 

She said with some surprise. 

As a result, Qin Siyu smiled and said. 

“It’s because I’ve been helping my grandmother to look after the shop since I was a child, a shop that 

buys things from the dead. 



Everyone didn’t expect such a lonely story behind such good poker skills, so they couldn’t help but sigh 

and lament. 

Qin Shiyu, on the other hand, said generously. 

“It is also because of such a reason that I cherish a good friend like Ye Lu.” 

It was only then that Ye Lu understood why Qin Siyu was so good to herself. At that time, before Liu Mei 

came to the school, the only people who made Ye Lu feel warm and fuzzy were Qin Siyu and his nemesis 

Zhao Yang. 

For Zhao Yang, Ye Lu did not want to involve him in the muddy water, so he only helped him secretly so 

that he would not have to worry about eating, drinking and picking up girls for the rest of his life. 

To be honest, the further he went down this path of cultivation, the more Ye Lu felt that this path was 

too dangerous, and someone like Zhao Yang, who had no bloodline, no base card, and no talent, would 

have absolutely no benefit in getting involved. 

Ye Lu suddenly had some understanding as to why Granny Yun did not want Qin Siyu to be exposed to 

anything related to cultivation. 

However, the current Qin Siyu, as a “candle dragon”, could not help herself anymore. 

“Cultivation and world peace aside, I have to protect these women no matter what, I guess the ‘Shadow 

of Death’ will not be able to withstand it.” 

Previously, it was the Underworld’s Shadow of Death that was protecting Qin Shiyu, but as things 

escalated, Ye Lu felt that the Shadow of Death would soon be unable to cover them, after all, they were 

only a “secular” organization, and when the fight escalated to a “Saint”, that is, above the “Ninth Circle 

of the Golden Elixir”, it was beyond their capabilities. 

In this way, amidst all the fun and nonsense, the group arrived at the entrance to the “Secret Realm of 

the Ten Thousand Beasts”. 

It was only then that Ye Lu discovered why the Beast Alliance did not completely own the “Ten 

Thousand Beasts Secret Realm”, because the two secret realms were magically connected here. 

That is to say, the two were not contained by each other, but were connected, and this connection was 

also one-way, as people could enter the “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm” from the “Beast Alliance” 

Secret Realm, but the demonic beasts of the “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm” could not come out of 

the “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm”. 

This is indeed a unique advantage. 

“Let me talk to you four about the precautions.” 

At the entrance and exit, an old man said in a somewhat lazy manner, guessing that he had already said 

this explanation countless times. 

“After entering from here, it’s a world without order, so whatever happens inside, it has nothing to do 

with us, the ‘Beast Alliance’, and, most likely, there will be some killings, arson and robberies.” 



After saying that, his eyes then glanced at the three women’s bodies, meaning clearly that these three 

women were the ones who would easily provoke a robbery. 

However, Ye Yan, Long Feixue and Qin Siyu were not the type of weak women, so none of them were 

afraid when they heard his words. 

However, this old man didn’t think much of the three women, and he shook his head and continued. 

“Secondly, you had better not go too deep into the ‘Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm’, because only 

the area close to our ‘Beast Alliance’ is relatively safe as it was developed very early and has always been 

entered, the deeper you go the the more dangerous it is, be sure to remember that, remember that.” 

Having said that, he got to the point this time. 

“The most important thing is the third point, once you are in any kind of trouble, there is something 

here that can be used to call for help inside, you can use this to call the police, people inside who belong 

to our ‘Beast Alliance’ will go to rescue you, of course, there is no free lunch in the world, everything has 

to be charged, including these props. ” 

To put it bluntly, he introduced half the day is also to make money. 

The first thing you need to do is to get a few “magic treasures” and exchange them for a few of these 

distress devices. 

When he saw how generous Ye Lu was, the old man’s eyes lit up, as if he was much younger all of a 

sudden, and he looked at Ye Lu and said. 

“Little brother, we can also provide you with various weapons to deal with demonic beasts, such as this 

‘Heavenly Thunder Bead’, and this ‘Demon Slaying Crossbow’, “Demon Catching Rope” ……” 

In response to his sales pitch, Ye Lu smiled and refused, because this time he came in firstly to look for 

the “Star Destined One”, secondly to “hatch” the beast eggs, and thirdly also to practice. 

The three women, except for Long Fei Xue who had actually fought with cultivators, Ye Yan had only 

sparred in clubs or PK’d with street thugs, and Qin Siyu, who had never fought at all, so this time Ye Lu 

wanted to take this opportunity to give everyone some more experience in actual combat. 

Seeing that Ye Lu was not interested, the old man reverted to his old-fashioned appearance. The three 

women all smiled and followed the group into the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”. 

Just after entering the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”, Ye Lu was startled by what he saw in 

front of him. 

He finally understood what “Big Wind” had said to him earlier, that this place was really huge, with 

mountains towering just short of the clouds. 

Moreover, this place was so wide open that from time to time, huge demonic beasts could be seen 

flying through the sky in the distance, and the equally wide river felt like the sea. 

“What a big world!” 



The three women were also shocked by this scene, and everyone looked around with astonished faces. 

However, this was an area they had just entered, so there were no large demonic beasts out there. 

“Don’t get sentimental, let’s go first, I guess we’ll have to spend more than a month here.” 

Ye Lu smiled and said, following which he was the first to walk towards the front. 

After finding a relatively remote place, Ye Lu called out “Big Wind”. 

However, what Ye Lu and the others did not know at this moment was that they had been watched 

since they entered the secret realm of the Beast Alliance, and it was the guys from the Beast Alliance 

who were watching them. 

To the Beast Alliance, these outsiders are also a kind of prey, anyway, after they enter the “Ten 

Thousand Beasts Secret Realm”, it is a world that is unattended, so it is useless to complain, they are 

only responsible for being safe in the secret realm of the Beast Alliance. 

What made these guys’ hearts flutter was, of course, the beauty of Ye Yan and the others. 

“Such beautiful beauties, but they are not hiding from suspicion, do you think they are luring us to make 

a move?” 

A lecherous guy looked at a few other brothers and said with a smile. 

“Hehehe, I think it’s just a wave rush, it’s cheaper for a few of us today anyway.” 

“I’m going to be on the first round later, don’t any of you compete with me.” 

“I want to get on that hot girl, it makes me itch just looking at her.” 

…… 

Hearing the guys’ words, the bearded one at the head of the group said with a smile. 

“Don’t worry, all have a share, but wait until they walk in some more to do it, don’t let the nosy ones 

crash through the good stuff.” 
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“Big Wind, where is the Dragon Clan or the ‘Vermilion Bird’ Clan, take us there.” 

After releasing “Big Wind”, Ye Lu looked at “Big Wind” and asked. 

“Big Wind” thought for a moment and said. 

“If I want to find the ‘Dragon Clan’, I have to go deep inside, if I fly there, it won’t take long, but you guys 

will have to spend a lot of time walking, and you will pass through many other demon beasts’ 

territories.” 

Ye Lu thought about it and said. 

“Well, what about the gathering place of the ‘Vermillion Bird’?” 

“Gale” said again. 



“It’s not very far from the ‘Dragon Clan”s because the relationship between the ‘Dragon Clan’ and the 

‘Vermillion Bird’ is quite okay, are you really sure you want to go there? ” 

Ye Lu nodded and said. 

“Yes, then let’s not waste time here at the entrance for now, let’s go and take a look at a place a little 

closer.” 

After saying that, Ye Lu and the others got on the back of Gale and flew towards the inner part of the 

place, at the same time, they also saw quite a few other people doing the same thing. 

After all, “Big Wind” was also a “Golden Dan Sixth Turn” demonic beast, not just some cat or dog. 

“Huh! Those people’s birds are quite powerful, as if they are stronger than themselves.” 

A few people treated Ye Lu and the others as prey, and of course, they had already understood Ye Lu 

and the others’ cultivation level in detail. The scan showed that Ye Lu had a “Jindan Second Turn” 

cultivation level, while Ye Yan and Long Fei Xue both had a “Jindan Third Turn” cultivation level, and Qin 

Si Yu had a “Jindan Fifth Turn” cultivation level. 

It was for this reason that they decided to take action. 

The leader smiled and said. 

“It’s just a bird, let’s go.” 

Then a few people followed from behind. 

“That’s about it here, any further and I have a feeling there might be danger.” 

After flying for a few hours, “Big Wind” said to Ye Luo. 

Ye Luo nodded, and then everyone flew down. 

Qin Shiyu had never seen such a scene before, so she leaned towards Ye Lu’s side, Ye Yan was scared but 

held on, and only Long Fei Xue was calm. 

However, a few people didn’t get very far and instead of being stopped by the demonic beasts, they 

were stopped by a group of strong men. 

“Hehehe! Little beauties, stay with a few brothers and have some fun.” 

These guys were straightforward, coming up and looking at Ye Yan and the few of them with a lecherous 

smile. 

“Play with you, my ass!” 

Ye Yan, of course, shouted with her waist crossed. 

As a result, I didn’t expect that the other party wasn’t angry at all, he looked at Ye Yan with a smile and 

said. 

“Hey, hey, well, do you want to play with Master’s head above or Master’s head below!” 



Following that, the group of big old men laughed uncontrollably and wildly. 

For his part, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“Fine, then I’ll give you guys a chance, which one of you has your eye on, come up and try, I’ll let them 

go with you if you can win.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, Ye Yan was the first to fume. 

“Sh*t! Ye Lu, are you talking human? Shouldn’t this be the time for a hero to save the beauty? You let us 

go on, you wimp.” 

Ye Luo had long been used to Ye Yan, so he didn’t think anything of it and still looked at the burly men 

and smiled and gestured. 

A strong man immediately then took a step forward and said. 

“I’ll take this woman.” 

The person he was talking about was none other than Long Feixue, who should currently have the most 

combat experience among the three women, while Ye Lu smiled and gestured for Long Feixue to come 

out. 

Ye Yan’s nerves might not understand, but, Long Feixue was ice-snow smart, she certainly understood 

Ye Lu’s purpose, and she had long been itching to get her hands dirty. 

Her cultivation had been improving at a rapid pace, including her “spells” and the “bloodline divine 

ability” she had awakened, each of which made Long Feixue itchy. 

It was only after she had awakened the “Green Dragon Bloodline” and Ye Lu had taught her all the 

corresponding “spells” that Long Feixue changed her weapon. 

This spear was also given to Long Feixue by the Long family, but it was not the Dragon Spear inherited 

from the Green Dragon, but a replica made by someone from an unknown generation. 

However, the level was still good, and it was already at the lower level of the Earth Grade. 

The guy who wanted to fight Long Fei Xue was actually not that high in cultivation, only one level higher 

than Long Fei Xue. In fact, the highest cultivation of these six people, the one at the head, was only a 

“Jin Dan Sixth Turn”, but they thought that Ye Lu and the others were easier to bully because of their 

low cultivation level and the small number of people. 

“Hey! Girl, you still know how to paint a gun, not bad, not bad, want to paint my gun, as hard as this 

one!” 

Looking at this guy’s shameless face, Long Fei Xue didn’t talk nonsense, but directly struck out, “Dragon 

Gun” like a poisonous snake stabbed out, bright gun aura straight to this guy’s throat. 

This guy didn’t take Long Fei Xue’s attack seriously, he swung the knife in his hand lightly and the white 

blade quickly caught Long Fei Xue’s spear. 



However, immediately afterwards, his face changed as Long Fei Xue’s attack came in like an ocean wave, 

as if it was endless. 

He didn’t know that this was the “Saint Level” spell that Long Fei Xue had received from Ye Lu, called 

“Dragon Spear Thirty-Six Stances”, but of course she couldn’t use all the stances yet, but the combat 

power she displayed was already powerful enough. 

“The “Wood Attribute” was actually not the best at attacking, but Long Fei Xue still had such a powerful 

attack, which made Ye Lue a bit impressed. 

“Boom!” 

After that, Long Fei Xue’s dragon spear swept this guy away. 

After getting up from the ground, this guy was obviously in a bit of a mess, he really didn’t expect Long 

Fei Xue to be so powerful. 

Ye Lu, on the other hand, looked at her and smiled, saying. 

“Ai! What a pity, you were given the chance and you didn’t take it! Anyone else want to try?” 

This time, a few guys from the other side frowned. 

However, followed closely by another strong man who took a step forward and looked at Qin Siyu and 

said. 

“This quiet little sister, let’s give it a try.” 

Hearing that the other guy named herself to fight, Qin Siyu immediately panicked. 

She was not Long Fei Xue, she had never done anything like fighting and brawling, so she immediately 

turned her head and looked at Ye Lu with pleading eyes, seeing Qin Si Yu’s little eyes, Ye Lu also felt 

inexplicably heartbroken, but he finally gritted his teeth and nodded encouragingly towards Qin Si Yu. 

There were times when it was necessary to be ruthless. 

Having no choice, Qin Siyu had no choice but to walk forward with a stiff upper lip. 

“Hey, hey, you really look like a good boy, don’t worry, I can’t hurt you enough, I can’t hurt you.” 

With those words, this guy struck, and to Ye Lu’s slight surprise, this guy actually used a close up move, 

and directly rushed to Qin Siyu’s side, following which, he reached out and grabbed at Qin Siyu’s upright 

chest. 

“Ah!” 

Qin Siyu immediately panicked as she flew back in fear, however, she retreated really fast, the strong 

man’s hand didn’t even touch a corner of her clothes. 

Following up, the two men grabbed and a fleeing lightning weaved up. 

“Silky Rain, don’t be afraid, strike, he’s no match for you.” 

Seeing this scene, Ye Luo then quickly said. 



Finding that the other party could not catch herself, Qin Siyu also calmed down slightly, so, following 

that, she raised her hand and waved out a palm. 

Originally, seeing Qin Siyu’s frightened and scared appearance, those few strong men were laughing 

wildly watching the fun, but when Qin Siyu waved out this palm, everyone’s open mouths did not close, 

because while waving out this strike, the shadow of a huge dragon claw appeared at the same time. 

It was just like an eagle slapping a chick. 

“Boom!” 

After the slap, that strong man flew out like a kite and hung on a tree. 

“Sh*t! This b*tch is so strong.” 

“What the hell!” 

“What kind of move was that just now?” 

…… 

While the crowd was talking, Qin Siyu also looked at her hand in some amazement, as if she hadn’t just 

struck that blow. 

Ye Lu then said once again. 

“You guys can’t do this either, coming out and not even having someone who can fight, hey, I really feel 

sad for you guys.” 
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Hearing Ye Luo’s words, these guys were immediately pissed off. 

The guy at the head of the group looked at Ye Luo and said coldly. 

“Kid, do you know who we are? We are from the ‘Beast Alliance’, in the ‘Ten Thousand Beasts Secret 

Realm’ you dare to mess with our ‘Beast Alliance’ people, do you not want to get along anymore?” 

Of course, Ye Lu had already known from their “information” that they were from the “Beast Alliance”. 

So, he looked at these guys and said with a smile. 

“Then what do you guys think I should do?” 

Seeing that Ye Lu looked like he was going to give in, this guy said arrogantly. 

“What should I do? Well, don’t worry, we are also reasonable people, you know what we brothers are 

after, so, just give us this girl to have some fun, we won’t kill them either, as long as we have enough 

fun, we will naturally release the person, how’s that? Fair and reasonable, right.” 

Hearing this guy’s words, Ye Lu was also exasperated and laughed. 

These guys were too arrogant, this was completely shameless. 



At this time, Qin Shiyu, who had come back to her senses, looked at the other party and said. 

“Why are you ‘Beast Alliance’ so unreasonable!” 

Unexpectedly, the bearded man on the opposite side laughed and said. 

“Hehehe! You’re right, ‘unreasonable’ is the tenet of our ‘Beast Alliance’, to be honest, our ‘Beast 

Alliance’ has never been reasonable, what, you bite me! ” 

Ye Lu looked at him and said with a smile. 

“I’m not biting you, same old rules, one more chance, win, our people will follow you, if you don’t win, 

no deal.” 

Saying this, Ye Lu waved his hand, and the last person left was Ye Yan. 

Seeing that Qin Siyu had just knocked the “Beast Alliance” guy into a tree with one blow, Ye Yan had 

already started to shake her fist, in her opinion, she could not be outdone by Qin Siyu. 

So, she took out a fire-red longsword and looked at the few people across the room with crossed arms 

and said. 

“Who, which one of you few go on, let you know the might of the old mother.” 

Seeing Ye Yan’s cross-waisted long-legged hot look, one of the guys then licked his lips and walked out. 

“Hehehe! Just win and follow me, chick, keep your word!” 

Ye Yan said with a smile as she danced a sword splash. 

“So much nonsense, thanks to you being a man.” 

When he heard Ye Yan’s words, this guy then laughed heatedly, just like the guy just now, he opened 

this hand and rushed towards Ye Yan. 

“Boom!” 

The next scene took everyone by surprise, as the long sword in Ye Yan’s hand swung and a huge fire-red 

fire bird suddenly appeared. 

Of course, this was no ordinary “beast flame” either. 

“Although the Vermilion Bird’s flame was not as powerful as the Origin Flame, it was still quite advanced 

in terms of rank and was one of the top flames, so it was not something this guy could withstand. 

If he hadn’t been so arrogant as to try to get close, I’m afraid he wouldn’t have taken all these flames, or 

at least he would have been able to dodge them. 

“Ah!” 

In an instant, this guy was burnt into a man of fire. The low grade protective clothing he was wearing 

was not worth mentioning in front of the “Vermillion Bird” flames. 

“Ah!” 



The guy was burnt to a crisp with a miserable scream. 

“I …… I …… have killed someone! Killed someone ……” 

Seeing the man burned to death with a single blow, Ye Yan murmured holding her longsword, after all, 

she was just a woman with ordinary experiences, and she had never dreamed of killing such a thing, but 

now that she had done it, the horror in her heart could be imagined. 

This reminded Ye Luo of the first time he killed someone, that time was the guy from the “Heavenly 

Clan”, because that person was too cruel, and at that time was also to save others, so Ye Luo did not 

have any special feeling. 

“Vomit!” 

After that, Ye Yan dropped her sword and vomited, because she could smell the smell of burning 

corpses. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Lu helplessly took out his “Blazing God Blade”. 

Since he had already killed one person, he had no choice but to kill the rest of them, for they were not 

good people anyway. 

The moment Ye Lu took out the “Blazing God Blade”, the bearded man and the others suddenly felt a 

chill down their backs, as if death had come, and an endless “fierce aura” emanated from Ye Lu’s body. 

The three women of course also felt Ye Lu’s aura, Long Fei Xue was fine, although she had never killed 

anyone, but she had seen many killings, but not Qin Si Yu, she looked at Ye Lu and quickly asked. 

“Ye Luo, what do you want to do?” 

Ye Luo said indifferently. 

“Kill them all to end the trouble.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, the bearded man and the others started backing up and all drew their guys. 

“Don’t, Ye Lu, don’t do it, quite a few have already died one.” 

Qin Siyu said with some heartburn. 

Ye Lu looked at Qin Siyu, and then at these guys across the street, and finally waved his hand and said. 

“Get lost, all of you, get as far away as you can, if I see you messing around here again, I definitely won’t 

let you go back alive.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, one of the guys wanted to glare and say something, but was stopped by the 

bearded guy in the lead with his hand outstretched, following which all these guys left in a huff. 

However, Ye Lu didn’t think it would end like that, but it wasn’t the time to care about that now, so 

when the time came, “the troops would come and go”. 

So, he quickly ran to Ye Yan’s side. 



At this moment, Ye Yan’s face was pale, and it was obvious that the murder she had just committed had 

caused her a great psychological impact. 

There was nothing he could do, so Ye Luo grabbed her hand and said. 

“Older sister, don’t be stressed, it’s all about the bad guys, for this bunch of guys, only by killing them, 

the good guys will have a good life.” 

Long Feixue was also on the side in persuading Ye Yan. 

Ye Lu, on the other hand, looked around and said. 

“Let’s leave this place of right and wrong first, it’s possible that those guys will come back again.” 

From how the three women had just behaved, Ye Lu felt that they really needed more practical training 

before they could do so, but not now, let’s let Ye Yan ease her emotions first for now. 

Not far from them, one of those who had left the Beast Alliance looked at the bearded leader and said 

with a sad face. 

“Boss, we’re in trouble now, they’ve killed Young Master Ying Zuo, how can we explain this?” 

The bearded one also said with a very bad look on his face. 

“Damn, it’s our bad luck too, I should have known better than to let him mix in, what else can we do, 

pretend we don’t know, let’s hope it doesn’t come back to us, these guys are really bold, they dare to 

kill our Beast Alliance people, but a few of us are no match for them, those pussies and that kid are very 

evil.” 

Following that, he took out a mobile phone like thing and said with a smile. 

“However, I have just recorded their video, I think with the face value of these few chicks, there will 

definitely be brothers from the alliance who will help us, and killing all these guys will also eliminate any 

future problems.” 

However, neither side had noticed that there was another group of stunningly beautiful women who 

were also in their vicinity at the moment. 

There were seven of them, and they were laughing and chatting as they walked inside the “Secret Realm 

of Ten Thousand Beasts”. 

Ye Lu and the others did not know that they had just caused a great deal of trouble. The four of them 

walked a little further and then saw a cave, so Ye Lu led them inside. 

Ye Yan’s condition was much better, she still looked bad, however, her spirit had almost recovered and 

she grabbed Ye Luo and muttered. 

“So killing someone is so hard, I see it’s quite easy in the movies.” 

Ye Lu had to helplessly persuade again, as a result, at this time, seven women suddenly appeared not far 

ahead, walking while saying. 

“Huh! There’s a cave here, why don’t we go in and rest for a while first.” 



“Yes, yes, I’m tired enough too.” 

“Yeah, well, it’s getting hot.” 

…… 

A few women stretched themselves out and walked over. 

Ye Luo, on the other hand, gestured for everyone to retreat to the depths of the cave. 

Because Ye Luo had already seen the information about these women from his glasses, these women 

were not human at all, but demonic beasts in form, it was better not to mess with them. 

Just as everyone was hiding inside, the bearded man had already found stronger helpers and was also 

heading towards this cave. 

This time, the bearded man was quite confident, as he believed that these helpers could definitely 

destroy Ye Lu. 
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What made the bearded man even more confident was that the group of people who came were all 

horny as hell. He believed that as soon as these people saw Ye Yan and the three of them, they would 

definitely pounce on them like mosquitoes seeing blood or wolves seeing meat. 

In addition, these people also have a background in the Beast Alliance, and belong to the “snake 

system”, which is the most vicious and vengeful. 

“With such a large number of people in the Beast Alliance, there are of course many factions, and the 

Snake Department is the one that is least messed with. 

The seven women soon walked into the cave, not knowing that there were people there, so they were 

very open, the hot ones just took off their clothes, in fact, the clothes they were wearing were not 

much, after all, for the demon beasts, clothes were not a necessity, just like before “Gale” did not have 

any clothes at all. 

This is a good thing for Ye Lu, all kinds of thin waist and hemispheres look at him a little distracted, as a 

result, by Ye Yan decisive fierce pinch on the body. 

“Hehehe! Just take a look and get over it, it’s not like I’m going to touch it.” 

Ye Luo muttered in a small voice, and as a result, all three women simultaneously revealed an 

expression of contempt. 

However, at this time, the sound of laughter had come from the doorway. 

“Yell! There’s a windfall, there are actually seven big beauties here!” 

The bearded man laughed heatedly when he saw the seven women. 

However, the man he had found did not look these women in the eye, he looked at the same seven 

women with angry faces and then asked with a frown. 



“Young pup of the ‘wolf lineage’, where is the person you said possessed the dragon bloodline?” 

This statement made Ye Lu frown, because he had clearly taught everyone the way to hide their breath, 

moreover, everyone had also hidden it, how did the other party see it? 

“Could it be that these people from the ‘Beast Alliance’ have some special method?” 

What Ye Lu didn’t know was that the bearded men didn’t have any special methods, they only knew the 

“dragon spear” in Long Fei Xue’s hand. 

The “Green Dragon” clan was also a fairly prominent race in the “Dragon Clan”, so the “Green Dragon” 

dragon spear was instantly recognized by the bearded man. 

However, Ye Lu was thinking about another thing, that is, how did the other party find him? 

The four of them had just moved very carefully, and this cave was also seen by chance, and what 

happened was all random, so how did the other party know where they were? 

“There must be something odd in here.” 

Following that, Ye Lu thought of something. 

“Mostly that distress thing that was given to us initially, there must be some kind of positioning system 

installed in that thing.” 

As he said that, he took out the walkie-talkie-like device and took it apart, and sure enough, in a corner 

inside the machine, Ye Lu saw a small black “chip” like thing. 

“Name: Location Tracker, Source: Beast Alliance’s own technology, Maker: Beast Alliance Development 

Team, Description: Can track and locate the user ……” 

Seeing the brief description of this item, Ye Luo understood the crux of the problem. 

“Sure enough, these brats have left a backhand.” 

Ye Luo did not move his voice, but continued to see how things would develop. 

Sure enough, the bearded man pointed in the direction where Ye Luo and the others were and said with 

a smile. 

“They’re right there, how about you guys go get a few of them and a few of us will suffer with these 

chicks, we’ll each take what we need, how about that?” 

The bearded man knew that he couldn’t compete with the Snakes, so he simply shared the spoils. 

The “Snake” expert with the triangular eyes took a few steps forward to a position where he could see 

Ye Lu and the others, then looked Long Fei Xue up and down and nodded his head. 

Obviously, he was quite satisfied with Long Fei Xue. 

Ye Luo then looked outside at these people and Ye Yan and said. 

“Older sister, I told you, these people are actually a scourge to keep, killing them is a good thing 

instead.” 



However, Qin Shiyu said. 

“It’s indeed outrageous, isn’t it a bit too much to kill them outright.” 

Ye Luo knew that she was kind-hearted, including her own old sister as well, so Ye Luo smiled and said. 

“That depends on how they behave.” 

As he said that, Ye Luo walked out and looked at these “Beast Alliance” guys and said. 

“For the sake of the three good women here, remember that you have not killed anyone, let the women 

go, I will not bother with you to spare your lives, hurry up and get lost.” 

If not for the three women here, he would have killed all these scum long ago. 

However, in the eyes of the “Beast Alliance” people on the other side, Ye Luo’s words were undoubtedly 

a very arrogant and cocky expression. 

The bearded man looked at Ye Lu and said coldly. 

“Sh*t, what are you pretending to be here, do you know who this is? This is the ‘Young Master Ba Snake’ 

of our Snake Department, an expert who will soon cross into the ‘Golden Dan Avenue’, the ‘hopeful star’ 

of this generation of the ‘Snake Department ‘, how dare you pretend to be in front of him, do you not 

want to live?” 

Hearing the other party’s powerful words and the mention of the ‘Golden Dan Avenue’, Long Feixue and 

the other women also became a bit nervous, they were very clear about the effect of rank suppression. 

Especially Long Feixue, she could say that she had watched Ye Lu grow up, from the time Ye Lu fought 

against your “Transformation Power” until now, but, at present, she had no idea what level Ye Lu was. 

And Ye Luo said indifferently. 

“I don’t care if you are of the ‘snake’ or ‘bird’ system, and you don’t need to pretend to be a ‘Golden 

Dan Avenue’, to tell you the truth. I’ve killed more than a few ‘Golden Dan Avenue’ experts, so I’ll give 

you one more chance to get lost!” 

In other words, at that time, cultivators of the “Golden Dan Second Aperture” were no longer Ye Lu’s 

opponents. 

Ye Lu really did not care about these “snake system” gentry. 

However, the next thing that happened was a scene that caused Ye Lu’s eyes to fill with blood and his 

eyes to crack. 

The bearded man suddenly killed one of the seven women with a single slash, and then looked at Ye Lu 

with a cold smile on his face and said in an eerie voice. 

“What are you talking about? I killed someone right in front of you, what can you do to me?” 

Ye Lu really didn’t expect these “Beast Alliance” people to be more cruel than beasts, this is simply 

worse than animals. 



This time, Ye Lu was really angry. 

At the same time, Ye Yan was finally relieved, just now Ye Lu and she said “punishing evil is to promote 

good” she thought Ye Lu was comforting her, but now she finally understood that Ye Lu was right, some 

bad people are the most correct choice to kill. 

All the living creatures in the cave ran outside like a tidal wave, and at this moment, Ye Lu’s eyes were 

bloodshot as if he was possessed by a “god of killing”. 

Next to the bearded man, two guys with weaker cultivation and mentality had already “thumped!” They 

were already scared out of their wits by Ye Lu’s aura. 

Even the bearded man and the “Ba Snake Prince” of the “Snake Department” were shocked by Ye Lu’s 

aura, and the two of them could not utter a word in silence. 

However, Ye Lu did not make a move here, he could not stimulate Ye Yan any more, including Qin Siyu, 

the kind-hearted soft girl, could not be stimulated any more either. 

These vines spread out rapidly, entangling all the members of the Beast Alliance and then flying out with 

Ye Lu. 

This scared the hell out of everyone, including the “Bar Snake Prince”, because they realized that the 

vines released by Ye Lu were enough to crush them without anything else. 

“Oh my! We’ve met a tough one!” 

The bearded man muttered sullenly and then prepared to press the alarm device, but then both of his 

arms went “click!” “Ka-ching!” Both of his arms snapped off with two clicks. 

How could Ye Lu give him such a chance? 

“You …… you …… you can’t kill me, you know, in this world, we ‘Beast Alliance’ are the sky, you dare to 

touch us ‘Beast Alliance’ people, you are against the sky, you will not end up well.” 

Sensing Ye Luo’s cold killing intent, the “Ba Snake Prince” quickly said. 

Ye Luo then said coldly. 

“Heaven? I’m going to break the sky today to show you!” 
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When he led everyone out of the cave, Ye Lu had already seen the information about the “Ba Snake 

Prince”, this guy was even worse than that bearded man, he simply did not treat the people who 

entered here as human beings, almost as long as he could f*ck women, he would f*ck them. 

As for killing people, it was even more commonplace. 

In fact, it was not only him, Ye Lu found that many people in the Beast Alliance were like this. 



They were only responsible for the safety of those who entered the Beast Alliance’s secret realm, which 

was a dangerous killing field. 

Of course, the Beast Alliance did not dare to go too far and be blatant, after all, they did not have the 

power to overshadow the world. 

Therefore, they did not dare to go too far with other sects and some other terrifying organizations, such 

as Kunlun, Penglai and the Ancient Clan. 

As Ye Lu did not reveal his identity this time, they naturally did not care about him. 

However, in fact, for some reason, even if Ye Lu revealed his identity, the “Beast Alliance” would not be 

particularly concerned about Ye Lu at this moment, because the “sect world” would soon change. 

Soon, Ye Lu led everyone to a valley on one side, where there was a large rushing river. 

“Alright, this is your place of death.” 

Ye Luo looked at the crowd and said indifferently. 

After that, a guy was crushed by the violently shrinking “Tongtian Vine”, his internal organs were 

crushed, and his screams ended abruptly just as he was screaming, and his body was casually thrown 

into the river by Ye Lu. 

Although the “Tongtian Vine” was not good at killing, but its rank was there, so it did not take much 

effort to kill such a small fish. 

After coming out of the “Fire Cave” for so long, Ye Lu’s “Fury Qi” had been completely absorbed and 

fused, and at this moment he no longer felt a bit uncomfortable with this kind of killing. 

Seeing that Ye Lu was really “clicking!” “Ka-ching!” He had never been in such a position before, and this 

time he had experienced the despair and pain of those he had tortured and killed. 

“You …… you …… really are not killing me ah, our ‘snake department’ will certainly not let you go.” 

The “Ba Snake Duke” looked at Ye Lu as if he was looking at a madman. 

And Ye Luo looked at him and said coldly. 

“There are many people who won’t let me go, who is the ‘Snake Department’?” 

After saying that, he “clicked!” He killed the “Ba Snake Prince” as well, because he was worried that 

something might happen to Ye Yan and the girls after a long time, this was a deeper part of the “Ten 

Thousand Beasts Secret Realm”, no one knew what might happen. 

Finally, the bearded man was left, and Ye Lu looked at him and said. 

“I’ll give you a chance to say, why do you have to find trouble with us?” 

Ye Lu suddenly remembered that when Ye Yan had killed the man who had tried to molest her earlier, 

the expression this bearded man had shown on his face then was quite frightened, of course he thought 

it was because he was frightened by Ye Yan’s power, now it seemed that it should not be, most had 

another reason. 



Sure enough, the bearded man looked at Ye Yan and said. 

“I say, are you just not going to kill me?” 

Ye Luo then said coldly. 

“What? Bargaining with me?” 

Hearing the chill in Ye Lu’s voice, the bearded man hurriedly and quickly said. 

“No, don’t dare, don’t dare, it’s because that girlfriend of yours killed the most beloved young grandson 

of the ‘Beast Department’ Grand Elder before, he escaped secretly, I guess the corpse will be found 

soon.” 

Hearing this guy’s words, Ye Lu suddenly had a big headache, he did not expect that he had just entered 

the “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm” and stirred up a big mess. 

If the other party found the corpse, combined with the route and time Ye Lu and the others had taken, 

they would soon be able to pinpoint Ye Lu and the others as the culprits. 

“Alright, you can go to hell.” 

Ye Luo didn’t hesitate to click this bearded man off, and then flew back to the cave. 

Luckily, nothing had happened in the cave, which made Ye Luo breathe a sigh of relief. The six women 

were really talking to Ye Yan and the three of them, and when they saw Ye Luo coming, they 

immediately ran over to thank him. 

Ye Luo then looked at Ye Yan and the women first and said. 

“First, put that alarm device inside the storage magic weapon, we have to rush to get out of here.” 

Seeing Ye Luo’s somewhat grave expression, Ye Yan felt that she might have stirred up trouble, so she 

looked at Ye Luo and said with some worry. 

“Ye Lu, nothing is wrong, right?” 

Ye Luo shook his head and said. 

“Nothing major, I guess, we will soon be chased by the entire ‘Beast Alliance’.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, Ye Yan’s face immediately changed. 

Ye Luo then said to the six women. 

“You few should hurry back, it’s too dangerous to follow us, I’m sorry, I didn’t know that these people 

were so dark in their hands and failed to save your sisters.” 

The one at the head of the six women then looked at Ye Luo and said. 

“Thank you for saving my life, if it wasn’t for you, our seven sisters just wouldn’t have been able to 

return, we still know the methods of those people very well, on behalf of the Nine Tailed Fox Clan, I 

thank you many times, we will definitely repay you.” 



Ye Luo didn’t have the time to chat with these female fox spirits, after talking to them a few more times, 

Ye Luo quickly left the place with the three females. 

The “Secret Realm of the Ten Thousand Beasts” was so big, and without the tracking device, Ye Lu felt 

that it was not that easy to find himself now. 

After that, he let “Big Wind” lead the group to fly at low altitude. 

“Were those women the ‘fox spirits’ just now?” 

Qin Shiyu couldn’t help but ask curiously. 

Ye Lu nodded and said. 

“Yes, like the ‘Gale’, they are demonic beasts that can take shape.” 

Ye Luo explained briefly, then looked at the three women and said. 

“Next, I’m going to train the three of you in practical combat, and then use pills to push your cultivation 

up, so that you can cross as early as the ‘Golden Dan Avenue’ to activate more ‘Bloodline Avatars’, we’ll 

be in the I’m afraid that our time in the ‘Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm’ will not be peaceful.” 

In fact, it was just as Ye Lu had expected. 

The corpse of the “Beast System” grandson had been found, and it was easy to pinpoint Ye Lu and the 

others, and they had followed the trail to find out that Beard and the others were with the “Beast 

System” grandson, but fortunately, since Ye Lu had thrown the bodies of the “Bar Snake Prince” and 

Beard into the river, they had probably been fed to the fish long ago, so the fact that they had killed the 

“Bar Snake Prince” had not been found out yet, but it was only a matter of time, and they would 

definitely investigate after confirming the disappearance of the “Bar Snake Prince”. 

The headquarters of the “Beast Department”. 

“Have you found out who came in?” 

“A strong man with a tiger pattern on his face, the grand elder of the Beast Department, the grandfather 

of the recently deceased Young Master Tiger, looked at his men and asked. 

“He used the name ‘Autumn Leaves’, his cultivation level was not high, and he was followed by three 

extremely beautiful women, who were no big deal.” 

The subordinate said cautiously. 

When he heard the report, the Great Elder of the “Beast Department” continued to ask with a frown. 

“Have you found out who let him go secretly?” 

The man shook his head again and said. 

“I think it was one of the men who served the young master, but they all denied it, so it will take some 

time.” 

As a result, the “Beast Department” Grand Elder, Hu Ben, said coldly. 



“Don’t bother, just kill them all.” 

When he heard Hu Ben’s words, that subordinate was immediately taken aback, but, in the end, he 

nodded respectfully, and then, Hu Ben continued. 

“Arrange for all the people from the ‘Beast Department’ of everyone in the ‘Alliance’ to all enter the 

‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’ Make sure to find these four and kill them for me, in addition. 

Put out a ‘reward order’, I don’t believe I can’t catch them.” 

“Also, block the entrance and exit, no one can leave the ‘Secret Realm of the Ten Thousand Beasts’ until 

their identity is confirmed, and anyone whose identity is suspicious will be arrested first. Even if we 

block the entrance and exit for a hundred years, I will take revenge for my grandson.” 

Hearing Huben’s words, everyone could not help but mourn for Ye Lu and the others. In their opinion, 

even if they did not die, Ye Lu and the others would never be able to leave the “Ten Thousand Beasts 

Secret Realm” and live a normal life for the rest of their lives. 

At this moment, after flying for some time, Ye Lu and the others had landed again. 
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“Brush!” 

After landing this time, “Big Wind” chose to transform directly, and as a result, a tall and upright woman 

of nearly two meters stood abruptly in front of the crowd. 

Leaf Fall was frightened and hurriedly turned around. 

“Good! Is this how sister ‘Da Feng’ changes back every time?” 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yan immediately grabbed Ye Lu’s ears. 

On the other hand, “Big Wind” began to dress as calmly as if nothing had happened. 

“Hey, how come? Besides, I’m a decent guy who doesn’t look at you like that!” 

Ye Luo hurriedly and quickly explained, however, it was obvious that Ye Yan didn’t believe him, and Long 

Feixue and Qin Shiyu obviously didn’t believe his nonsense either. 

So, Ye Luo laughed somewhat awkwardly and said. 

“Okay, okay, be concerned about these details, let me say, next is the devil training, but again, before, I 

promised to give you guys the defensive clothes you put on first, this thing is something that can save 

your life.” 

As Ye Lu said that he took out the three defensive magic items. 

“Frigga’s Kai”, “Freya’s Armor”, “Athena’s Holy Cloth” and “Edexcel’s Shield” appeared in front of the 

crowd, all of which were extremely beautiful. 

“These three items belong to the ‘Greek Lord God’ and the ‘Norse Lord God’ and are far more powerful 

than you can imagine. ‘magic treasure’.” 



Ye Lu pointed to these few items and said. 

These items were indeed rare because, even for the “Lord Gods”, not every Lord God had an inherited 

defensive “magic treasure”, most of those who had defensive magic treasures were female Lord Gods. 

Ye Lu continued. 

“The ‘Frigga’s Kai’ goes to Long Fei Xue, the ‘Freya’s Armor’ goes to you, and the rest of the ‘Athena’s 

Holy Cloth’ and the ‘Shield of Edexcel’ go to Qin Siyu.” 

Hearing Ye Lu’s allocation, Ye Yan immediately said with a dissatisfied expression. 

“You’re too biased, why did you give her two pieces?” 

Ye Luo said with a smile. 

“It’s because those two pieces were originally a set!” 

Qin Shiyu then looked at Ye Yan and said. 

“If Sister Ye Yan likes it, then this one should be given to Sister Ye Yan.” 

As a result, Ye Yan did not appreciate it and said. 

“Go, don’t be pretentious, I don’t care, go, Feixue, let’s go and get dressed and stay away from them.” 

After saying that, Ye Yan picked up her clothes and dragged Qin Siyu into the woods on one side, leaving 

Qin Siyu looking at Ye Lu with a puzzled face and said. 

“Ye Lu, how did I offend your sister?” 

Ye Lu shook his head and said. 

“Don’t pay attention to her, she’s having a bout of fits and spasms, go and change too, we’re ready to 

start training.” 

After hearing Ye Lu’s words, Qin Shiyu nodded and left with her clothes in her arms. 

In the middle of the woods on one side, Ye Yan said as she undressed while looking at Long Feixue. 

“Feixue, I see, we must take some measures before we can do anything, otherwise my oldest brother 

will definitely be abducted by that woman.” 

Long Feixue, on the other hand, blushed and did not say anything, she did like Ye Lu, and this was 

something she knew very well, however, she also understood that she had quite a gap compared to Qin 

Siyu, she could easily see that Ye Lu was obviously more intimate with Qin Siyu, moreover, the two had 

more in common, even more than with this old sister Ye Yan. 

After all, Qin Siyu and Ye Lu had lived together for three years, and the two could recall bits and pieces 

of their high school life. 

Seeing Long Feixue’s somewhat shy and silent attitude, Ye Yan then basically understood. 

So, she continued. 



“Then you should listen well to Sister, and Sister will help you arrange it.” 

Long Feixue did not know what kind of arrangements Ye Yan had in mind, however, she still nodded her 

head. 

Following that, Ye Yan changed into her clothes, and then, she began to spit. 

“Sh*t! What kind of clothes did Ye Yan get here, the material is too little, but it looks like it has all the 

stuff, but it’s a bit covering!” 

Indeed, the “Freya’s Armour” could only cover the important parts, plus Ye Yan’s breasts were not what 

they used to be, so there was no way to cover all the two hemispheres. 

Next, Long Fei Xue blushed, as hers was also too revealing. 

To be honest, Long Feixue’s piece was actually quite normal, it covered everything that should be 

covered, except that the armour only reached the root of her thighs, and the part of the breast wrap 

only covered her breasts and the surrounding area, her thighs and shoulders were exposed, but her 

whole stomach was covered. 

This was much better than Ye Yan’s, as Ye Yan’s water-snake waist and belly button were all exposed on 

the outside. 

“Ye Luo this guy must have done it on purpose, it pisses me off.” 

Ye Yan said with some anger. 

After she walked out, she found that the “Athena’s Holy Cloth” Qin Siyu was wearing was a gorgeous 

mess, just like in the movies or legends, and this Holy Cloth was a perfect match with the “Edexcel 

Shield” and the spear in her hand. 

It was also because of the “Edexcel Shield” that Ye Lu changed Qin Siyu’s original twin swords into a 

spear, but of course the spear was only a prototype and could not yet be used to its full potential. 

Seeing Qin Siyu’s shape, Ye Yan’s heart became even more unhappy. 

However, Ye Lu went on to say. 

“Don’t look at the big difference in your three outfits, but the defensive qualities are actually not 

comparable.” 

In fact, Ye Yan did not say that the “Edexcel Shield” was actually stronger than these three pieces of 

armour. 

“Alright, let’s not worry about these details, let’s go find the demon beast.” 

Ye Lu said with a smile. 

His plan was to hone the three women’s combat skills while advancing towards the place where the 

“Dragon Clan” was located, after all, according to “Big Wind”, this place was still a long way from the 

“Dragon Clan” gathering place. 



So, Ye Lu took the rough spear from Qin Shiyu’s hand and started to make it, while looking for the 

“demonic beasts” around. 

This was not a very deep place, so the level of demon beasts should not be too high. 

As expected, it didn’t take long for Ye Lu to see a single demonic beast, a leopard-shaped demonic 

beast, which was generally known for its speed and agility, but its rank was slightly higher, a “Golden 

Dan Sixth Turn” demonic beast, a small realm higher than Qin Shiyu, the strongest of the three women. 

However, fortunately, both the “Fifth Turn of Golden Dan” and “Sixth Turn of Golden Dan” were still at 

the “Void Dan Realm” and had not crossed over to the “Real Dan Realm”. 

“Which one of you will go?” 

Ye Lu looked at the three women and asked. 

Ye Yan and Long Fei Xue were both at the peak of the “Third Turn of Golden Dan” or “False Dan Realm”, 

and Ye Lu felt that the two of them might not be able to make it after all. 

However, Ye Yan raised her hand and gestured. 

“Let me go.” 

Ye Lu knew that she was competitive, but with the protection of the Freya’s Armour, Ye Lu felt that 

there should not be any great danger, or at least it would give him time to save the others, so he looked 

at Ye Yan and nodded. 

Ye Yan took out her fiery red longsword and rushed towards the leopard-shaped demon beast in the 

distance. 

Seeing someone rushing over, the leopard-shaped demonic beast showed its teeth and rushed towards 

Ye Yan, following which Ye Yan saw countless ice crystals appear on the leopard’s body, which looked 

crystal clear. 

“‘Ice Lin Panther’ really lives up to its name, this is good, one ice and one fire, let’s see which one of you 

is stronger.” 

Ye Luo watched as Ye Yan, covered in flames, rushed towards the ice crystal-covered “Ice Lin Panther”, 

both this man and beast had a strong attacking style, and just as soon as they made contact, they went 

on the offensive. 

This time, she was fighting against a “demonic beast”, so Ye Yan had no worries. 

However, the difference between her and her opponent was three small levels and one small realm, 

coupled with her severe lack of experience in combat, which caused Ye Yan to suffer a considerable loss. 

Luckily, the armour on her body was really strong and normal attacks could not do much damage, plus 

the leopard was not a power-type demonic beast, so although Ye Yan suffered some losses, she did not 

suffer much damage. 



The “Vermilion Bird Void” and an incomparably huge fire bird appeared in the air, and when he saw the 

fire bird appear, the ice crystals on the “Ice Liner Panther’s” body began to thicken rapidly to form thick 

scale armour. 

Then, the fire bird in the air turned into a terrifying fire spear and poked at the Ice Leopard. 

However, at this moment, an accident happened. 

  

Chapter 478 

The accident didn’t come from the Ice Leopard. Although the Ice Leopard’s defence was very strong, it 

couldn’t stop Ye Yan’s “Bloodline Avatar” blow, so it escaped injured on the spot. The accident came 

from the fact that after the Ice Leopard escaped, several good fighters suddenly leapt out from the side. 

These guys were all wearing uniform clothing, obviously from the same organisation, and were quite 

skilled, one of them was already an expert who had crossed the “Golden Dan Path”, far beyond what Fei 

Ye Yan could handle. 

“Brush!” 

Seeing this scene, Ye Lu, who had long been prepared to deal with all kinds of surprises, finally made his 

move. 

He launched a lightning-fast flame attack, “Rain of Fire in the Sky”, and because he had been waiting for 

it, it was just like a bullet from a sniper rifle. 

Therefore, these guys did not dare to slow down, and immediately either fled or quickly defended 

themselves, and for a while they were a bit busy, while Ye Lu had already taken the opportunity to stand 

in front of Ye Yan. 

Long Feixue’s battle sense was quite a bit stronger than Qin Shiyu’s, and as the other party appeared, 

she had already grabbed Qin Shiyu’s hand and led her to run to Ye Yan’s side. 

Obviously, if the two of them were isolated, Ye Lu would obviously be somewhat stretched if he had to 

protect both Ye Yan and the two of them by himself. 

It was only when Long Fei Xue pulled her away that Qin Siyu realised this matter, and she looked at Long 

Fei Xue with some urgency. 

She suddenly realised that this pretty, even somewhat high-cold, clean-shaven sister was actually quite a 

nice person, and Long Fei Xue didn’t notice Qin Siyu’s eyes, she was looking at these guys who had 

gathered around her. 

These guys were eight in total, three women and five men, all clear-cut and dressed in blue and white, 

with a long sword stretched out on their backs or in their hands. 

“What are you people?” 

Ye Luo looked at these eight people and asked with a frown, at the same time, he was also looking at the 

information of these eight people, the information showed that these eight people were from the “Fuxi 



clan”, however, not the direct disciples of the “Fuxi clan”, several people also did not have any bad 

deeds, do not know why they wanted to strike at Ye Yan. 

Seeing what Ye Lu had just shown, these guys’ previous relaxed expressions instantly disappeared. 

After a moment of silence, the one in the lead looked at Ye Luo and said. 

“To be honest, we are from the ‘Fuxi clan’ and have no grudges against you all, the reason we are 

striking is because of your ‘reward order’, so if you are sensible, you better behave and follow us to the 

‘Beast Alliance’, and save us from making a move.” 

Hearing his words, Ye Lu frowned. 

It looked like something had gone wrong, so he thought about it and looked at the people opposite him 

and asked. 

“What is the price they are offering?” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s question, the guy at the head of the other party immediately froze, and then said with 

a smile. 

“It’s not a very high price lah, one ‘divine Beast’ egg of 100% bloodline for each of you, and help hatch it 

out at the same time, why, do you have a better reward, if so we can let you go.” 

What everyone did not expect was that Ye Lu actually nodded and said. 

“Yes, I do have a better reward.” 

This time it was the other party’s turn to feel surprised, the guy at the head of the other party froze for a 

few seconds before looking at Ye Luo and asking. 

“You really have something more valuable than them?” 

Ye Luo nodded very definitely before asking again. 

“Isn’t it true that all the people in the ‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’ have received this ‘bounty 

order’?” 

Ye Lu had put away the cellphone-like alarm, so he wasn’t sure if that thing was able to receive the 

messages sent over. 

The “Fuxi clan” guy nodded and said. 

“Yes, come on, tell me what else you have.” 

After he asked, the three women also looked at Ye Lu curiously. 

Ye Luo smiled and said. 

“This thing is your lives, think about it, even if it’s a good treasure, even if it’s a lot of things, you still 

need to have a life to enjoy it.” 

After Ye Luo finished speaking, sure enough those people on the opposite side exploded. 



“Sh*t! You dare to fool us.” 

“That’s right, don’t you want to live?” 

“Are you looking for death?” 

…… 

All of them drew out their weapons and prepared to make a move, while Ye Lu looked at them and 

smiled, then took out the “Blazing God Blade” and said. 

“I’ll give you one last chance, the benefits are not that easy to earn.” 

Of course, these guys all thought highly of themselves, so it was impossible for them to give in to Ye Lu’s 

words, and they all drew out their weapons and rushed towards Ye Lu. 

“Humph!” 

Ye Lu coldly snorted and swung his “Blazing God Blade”, this time he did not target anyone, but swung it 

like a spiral. 

The terrifying fusion flame was like a swirling “tornado” that struck in all directions, the plants on the 

ground and the surrounding trees were all burnt into nothingness. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

…… 

There were no surprises, no one could block this blow, however, Ye Luo did not do it to death, so after 

the crowd was blown away, Ye Luo put back some of the flames. 

However, despite this, these eight guys were in an exceptionally bad shape, with many of them having 

their clothes burnt to the ground and their spring glory exposed. 

After the blow, Ye Luo then looked at these guys and said with a smile. 

“Now you know what I said is true, while I’m in a good mood, leave everything on you, including the 

communicator together, then hurry up and get lost, truthfully master you guys, don’t force me to strike, 

I once killed tens of thousands of people at once.” 

Ye Lu really didn’t pretend to be a hero, because in that battle in Japan he was already in the top ten of 

the “Blood List”. 

However, it was obvious that there were still people who were not convinced, and the guy at the head 

of the group said with a glare. 

“Do you think we are scared ……” 

The first thing you need to do is to take off your clothes. 



“Take off your clothes, leave everything, get lost, I won’t say it twice.” 

This time no one dared to resist, everyone obediently took out everything, including their armour, and 

put it in front of Ye Lu, then left in a huff. 

“Ye Lu, did you really kill more than ten thousand people?” 

Qin Siyu asked as she looked at Ye Lu with some surprise. 

Ye Luo, on the other hand, smiled and said. 

“You believe even the nonsense bragging about the atmosphere.” 

However, what Ye Luo didn’t know was that of the eight alarm devices that were put down, two of them 

possessed functions that could be tethered to each other similar to a mobile phone, and at the moment 

one of these two machines was sending everything that was happening here, including the location of 

the place, to everyone. 

Teams from closer to here are frantically coming towards this side. 

Of course, the teams coming here were at least at the level of the Fuxi clan, and at least one of them 

had already crossed the Golden Dao. 

“Let’s go, we can’t stay here any longer, it looks like we’re in big trouble.” 

Ye Lu muttered helplessly, then gathered up the various things on the ground and led the group towards 

the direction closer to the “Dragon Clan”. 

Now, in the eyes of the others, Ye Lu and the others were four extremely high quality “native spirit 

beasts”, and they didn’t cost anything at all. 

“Sh*t! A moment of good intentions has led to big trouble.” 

When Ye Lu picked up one of the alarms, he was depressed because he saw that the cellphone-like thing 

was taking video and was simulcasting. 

“Get out of here!” 

He quickly put the item into his “Sumeru Ring” and prepared to bolt. 

But it was already too late to leave, as Ye Lu saw a dozen flying demonic beasts flying towards this side 

from all directions, with more than one person standing on top of each of them. 

“There are actually so many people in this bird place?” 

Seeing this scene, Ye Lu also scratched his head in some depression. 

In fact, the reason why so many people had gathered so quickly had to do with two things: firstly, this 

area was relatively safe, the area where the “Golden Dan Ninth Turn” demonic beasts were located, so it 

was also the area with the most people, and secondly, everyone had powerful “demonic beasts” as a 

means of transportation, these things could fly hundreds of meters in a second, and within a minute, 

people from a radius of tens of kilometres could gather together. 



“F*ck you! You want to catch me, don’t you? F*ck you!” 

Seeing that so many guys were treating him like fat meat, Ye Lu’s blood energy was also stirred up. 

He slowly raised his hand to the “Blazing God Blade” in his hand. 

Chapter 479 

At the same time, instant messages were being sent on everyone’s communicators. 

“New message: eight people from the Fuxi clan have failed to snipe the ‘bounty target’, eight people’s 

lives are safe, please keep up the good work, the opportunity is rare and will not come around for a 

thousand years!” 

“New message: as the six groups have reached the location with coordinates ‘XX, XX’, the landmark 

building is the foot of the south side of ‘Fountain Peak’, please keep up the good work and seize the 

opportunity.” 

…… 

These updates were provided by the system to complement the “Bounty Order”, which also included 

some private videos and messages, allowing everyone in the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts” to 

share the “Wanted” information. 

Within the Beast Alliance, since everyone had a full version of the communicator, everyone knew that 

the “Wanted in All Realms”, which had not been used for many years, had been activated again, which 

made everyone in the Beast Alliance excited, and everyone started to gossip about what this was all 

about. 

“It’s said that the grandson of the Grand Elder of the ‘Beast System’ was killed by an outsider.” 

“Sh*t! What kind of outsider is that awesome?” 

“It’s not a proper outsider coming either, it’s said that the cultivation level is not high, and you know 

that ‘Tiger’ that precious grandson’s cultivation level is also very low now, it seems to be because of the 

woman.” 

“Wait, you guys are saying that the guy on that ‘bounty order’ has a low cultivation level?” 

“Yeah!” 

“Then why are you two still talking here, hurry up and act, the ‘bounty order’ isn’t only valid for 

outsiders.” 

“Sh*t! Yeah, why did I forget, let’s go …… go ……” 

…… 

In this way, a large number of people from the Beast Alliance also poured into the “Secret Realm of Ten 

Thousand Beasts”. 

This time, the “Wanted” order just turned the “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm” into a lively 

marketplace. 



At this moment, Ye Lu looked at the three women and said. 

“What is going to happen next may be a bit inappropriate for children, you three do not resist, a friend 

of mine will take you into the ‘world of fire’, she is the queen there, wait for me there, wait for me to 

summon you out.” 

It was obvious that it was quite dangerous to take the three of them with him as he was now 

surrounded by enemies, luckily, the space of the ‘Blazing God Blade’ was very safe, which was the real 

reason why Ye Lu dared to bring a few women. 

Ye Yan and the women also understood the seriousness of the matter, so they all nodded their heads. 

The Scarlet Queen then began to summon the three women according to Ye Lu’s wishes, and the three 

women disappeared in an instant. 

Ye Lu stood there quietly, holding the “Blazing God Blade”. 

The last time he had faced so many experts was when he was playing the virtual game in the War 

Temple. After that, Ye Lu had experienced the battle of life and death in the clan of the Norse Gods, and 

his cultivation was close to the edge of a breakthrough. 

Seeing the crowd approaching, Ye Lu closed his eyes quietly and began to silently gather his Qi. 

What he was about to perform was also a “Saint Level” “spell”, however, it was a somewhat weak spell, 

as it required the process of gathering Qi, that is, it required a preparation time. 

“Pupil Technique was one of the very few “Spiritual Spells”, but at present, Ye Lu only knew one, which 

was the “Fatal Qi Shock”. 

In a duel between experts, even a brief moment of loss of concentration of less than a second was 

enough to deliver a fatal blow. 

The people who rushed over were shocked to see that Ye Lu actually took the initiative to fly up and 

then sat quietly in the air with his long sword across his chest like an old monk in meditation. 

This was because everyone did not know what kind of plan Ye Lu was up to. 

“Sh*t! What is that kid doing?” 

“I don’t know! Didn’t they say there were three more chicks?” 

“Yeah, where are the chicks? Without the chicks, we’re going to be three Super Extreme Beast Eggs 

short.” 

“The information can’t be wrong, or the chicks are being hidden.” 

“Quick, shoot the ‘Original Spirit Beast’ to find the chicks!” 

…… 

Seeing that the target had become one person, everyone immediately focused on the three women who 

had disappeared, however, everyone understood that the immediate benefit was the most important, 



even though there were three chicks, it was futile not to know where they were, so everyone did not 

stop much, but rushed towards Ye Lu in a neat manner. 

As far as everyone was concerned, Ye Luo was a piece of fat meat that was handy to have. 

“Come on, brothers! If you’re late, you won’t be able to reap the benefits.” 

“All ideas, don’t kill, the corpse won’t be worth anything.” 

“That’s right, be gentle with the fresh meat.” 

“Sh*t! This one doesn’t even open his eyes, he’s a bogeyman!” 

“The intelligence didn’t say it was blind!” 

…… 

As the crowd rushed over, Ye Lu didn’t move, but the “Heavenly Vine” that was wrapped around him 

was constantly telling Ye Lu the news outside in writing. 

Following this, Ye Lu opened his eyes violently. 

Many people were shocked to the spot, especially those “demonic beasts”, whose minds were more 

innocent, so they were more easily shocked. 

For a moment, the entire sky was frozen in time, and immediately afterwards, raging flames slashed out 

from the “Blazing God Blade” in Ye Lu’s hand. 

“The more Qi gathered, the more powerful the attack would be, so a shocking scene occurred. 

Only a few experts who were above the “Golden Dan Second Truth” or “Will Truth” level were not killed, 

while everyone else, including the “Top Truth” powerhouse who had just entered the “Golden Dan 

Path”, was killed by this slash. 

“Oh my goodness!” 

“Oh my goodness, this kid is too evil.” 

“What a horror!” 

“No wonder the reward is so high.” 

…… 

The crowd that was arriving from afar saw the scene from afar and everyone was shocked. 

And the prepared data came in immediately. 

“New news: six teams were killed by a single slash of forty-seven people by the ‘bounty target’ at the 

southern foot of the ‘Fountain Peak’ at coordinates ‘XX, XX’. Losses were heavy.” 

“New message: the few remaining experts are in a melee with the only man on the other side.” 

…… 



It was said to be a melee, but in fact, the one who really posed a threat and pressure to Ye Lu was the 

guy who had opened his “Four Golden Dan”, and it was Ye Lu’s first time to fight someone with such a 

high cultivation level. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

…… 

The newcomers who had entered the “Golden Dan Avenue” also joined the battle. 

Although this area only belonged to the “Ninth Circle of Golden Dan” demonic beast area, the leaders of 

the teams were not as simple as “Ninth Circle of Golden Dan”, so there were still some experts. 

“Hahahahaha!” 

Immediately afterwards, Ye Lu laughed wildly. 

Because just now, his cultivation level had finally broken through the bottleneck again, and he had 

crossed into the “Golden Dan Third Turn” realm. 

In fact, the strongest thing in Ye Lu’s regular battle was not the flame, nor the “spell”, but the “Tong Tian 

Vine”, which had grown rapidly since it started eating the “World Tree”. 

At the time of the fight with the “Chi You Clan”, the “Tong Tian Vine” already had ten vines, which 

translates to a human cultivation level of “Golden Dan One Trick”. 

After cultivation, especially with the World Tree, it had grown to the level of “Golden Dan 5”. According 

to its terrifying single defense performance, in terms of defense, Ye Lu estimated that even a “Golden 

Dan 6” or “7” should be difficult to hurt it. 

There were now fourteen vines, so under Ye Lu’s control the vines came out and quickly controlled the 

fourteen people surrounding him, followed by a vine holding the “Sunset Arrow”, while Ye Lu wielded 

his “Blazing God Blade” to launch a close attack. 

Ye Luo’s current cultivation level was not high, so he could not use the full power of the Origin Fire and 

the Blazing God Blade, but in close combat, he used the sharpness of the Blazing God Blade itself, which 

was able to make an “Eternal Gun” level “magic weapon”, so it was clear how sharp it was. 

“Holy sh*t!” 

All the people rushing over from all around saw this scene and stopped. 

  

Chapter 480 

Everyone was looking at Ye Lu like a monster. 



Just now, in just a minute or two, Ye Lu had already killed over 60 people, and a dozen of them were 

experts who had crossed the “Golden Dan Avenue”. 

“Sh*t! The Beast Alliance has given wrong information!” 

“Yeah, this guy is the reincarnation of the God of Killers.” 

“I don’t know, but he’s dead either way. The ‘reward order’ has been issued and the entrance and exit 

must be blocked. 

“Hey! It’s a pity we can’t catch a turtle in a jar!” 

…… 

The first time I saw the terrifying methods of Ye Lu, no one dared to go forward anymore, Ye Lu waved 

his hand to the crowd with a smile, and then flew into the woods and dashed away. 

This is the “All Realm Wanted”, near this area is some weak hands, but, the whole realm, there are all 

kinds of experts, I am afraid that even the YuanYing old monsters here is not uncommon, so YeLu does 

not dare too much love to fight, after the purpose of cultivation has been achieved, then rushed to 

withdraw. 

He darted up against the ground and ran furiously. 

The trees in the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts” were so tall and lush that they covered the sky, 

so he was not worried about being seen by flying “demonic beasts” and cultivators. 

Only after running for more than an hour did Ye Lu stop. 

“Hoo!” 

Come out, you guys. 

As he said that, Ye Luo released Qin Siyu and the others, but as a result, only two women, Qin Siyu and 

Long Feixue, came out. 

“Where’s my old sister?” 

Ye Luo looked at the two of them and asked with some confusion. 

“She was left behind by the ‘Scarlet Queen’, saying that there was a way to help her improve her 

cultivation and train her.” 

Long Fei Xue looked at Ye Lu and said. 

“What about those people just now, weren’t there a lot of people chasing after us?” 

Ye Luo said after smiling. 

“They’re all gone, I used the ‘Ultimate Negotiation Technique’ on them and persuaded them all to go 

back.” 

Both women bristled, clearly not believing her bullsh*t at all, while Ye Luo looked at them and said with 

a smile. 



“However, it’s good that Old Sister is being trained by the ‘Scarlet Queen’ inside, she’s fire attribute, and 

making too much noise when she fights will easily bring people in.” 

Moreover, Ye Lu believed that with the cruelty of the Scarlet Queen, she would be able to train Ye Yan 

well, so he guessed that his sister would have to suffer this time. 

“The Scarlet Queen was not only good at training combatants, but also at playing with people’s hearts, 

and Ye Lu reckoned that Ye Yan would grow up quickly there. 

“I just summoned the ‘Chimera Ants’ and they told me that there is a ‘Ghost Faced Lizard’ not far from 

here. Which one of you two is going?” 

This time, Qin Shiyu quickly raised her hand and said. 

“I’ll go, I’m too bad at fighting, I don’t want to keep dragging my feet.” 

Ye Lu nodded, Qin Siyu’s growth was really too fast, it could be said that she was growing at a visible 

speed, while making movies in a hurry, her growth speed was far faster than Ye Yan and Long Fei Xue 

who were growing in the “Vermilion Bird Clan Land” and using the “Nine Heavenly Mystic Fire”, this 

speed was simply unbelievable. 

However, when it comes to fighting, there is a world of difference, almost zero experience. 

And Long Fei Xue said with a smile. 

“Then you guys kill the big monsters, I’ll find small monsters around here to practice.” 

She didn’t want to be left far behind by Qin Siyu. 

Ye Lu looked at the “Frigid Kai” on Long Fei Xue’s body then nodded and said. 

“Okay, remember to stay within my sight.” 

Long Fei Xue smiled and nodded. 

During the time when Ye Luo was fleeing, the entire “Secret Realm of the Ten Thousand Beasts” and the 

“Beast Alliance” were buzzing with excitement because Ye Luo’s amazing fight had just refreshed their 

perception of Ye Luo. 

“New news: ‘Bounty Target’ killed six teams in one battle, along with additional cultivators, a total of 

sixty-seven people, it seems the initial information was slightly faulty.” 

“Mao’s slightly problematic, didn’t it say at the beginning that the highest cultivation level of the four 

people was only ‘Jindan fifth turn’, and it wasn’t even this man, what kind of plan is this?” 

“That’s right, this is too different from before saying, isn’t it, killing a ‘Jindan Avenue’ expert is just like 

butchering a dog.” 

“I originally thought that we ‘Golden Dan Nine Transformation’ cultivators finally had our day.” 

…… 



Because of the danger of the “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm”, at least one of them was a “Saint”, 

or a “Ninth Circle of the Golden Elixir” expert, and these people were very powerful outside the “secular 

world”, but in the “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm” they were the weakest of all. 

However, all the experts who had crossed the Golden Dan Path had all acted, and this group was the 

largest in the entire “Ten Thousand Beasts Secret Realm”. 

However, if Ye Luo did not show himself, it would not be easy to find him in such a vast “Secret Realm of 

Ten Thousand Beasts”. 

In this way, three days had passed, and Ye Lu and the others had gone deeper and deeper into the 

“Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts”. 

In these three days, Qin Siyu was the one who made the most progress, not only was her cultivation 

level improving by leaps and bounds, but her combat level was also growing as if she had been turned 

on, and at this moment, Qin Siyu was already a “Golden Dan Sixth Turn” practitioner, which made Long 

Fei Xue secretly anxious. 

On this day, he finally met other cultivators again, and Ye Lu, of course, did the same thing as before, 

loading Qin Siyu and Long Fei Xue into the Blazing God Blade and finishing them off. 

In Ye Lu’s opinion, these guys were also a good opportunity to train themselves. 

In this way, a week had passed in a flash. 

Qin Siyu had already reached the peak of “Golden Dan 9” and was about to enter the “Golden Dan 

Avenue”, while Long Feixue was only at the level of Golden Dan 6 despite his desperate efforts to catch 

up. 

This day, Ye Yan finally came out of the Blazing God Blade. 

“Phew! I’ve finally come out alive!” 

When Ye Yan came out, her face was covered in black ash and her body was covered in sludge, she 

looked in a terrible state, however, her cultivation level had already reached the level of “Golden Dan 

Eighth Turn”. 

“Awesome, awesome, should I also go to the ‘Scarlet Queen’ and let her train?” 

This terrifying effect made Ye Lv a bit excited, but it wasn’t like he hadn’t gained anything during this 

week, he had also crossed the “Pseudo-Dan Realm” to the “Golden Dan Fourth Turn” level. 

However, Ye Lu always felt that he was still slow. 

Of course, this had something to do with the fact that he couldn’t use the “top-grade spirit stones”, after 

all, they were only used a little bit, and there was no way to replenish them in the “Secret Realm of Ten 

Thousand Beasts”. 

“I’ve finished refining your three weapons, I’ll give them a try later, they are definitely the strongest 

tailor-made divine weapons.” 

Ye Luo looked at Ye Yan who was ash-faced and said with a smile. 



Ye Yan was indeed a bit overwhelmed by the fire world inside the Blazing God Blade, so she quickly 

walked towards the woods to the side, there was the sound of water in that direction, it should be a 

river. 

She didn’t have to take off her armour, so she went straight into the water and washed herself, as this 

“Frigidaire” was made of so little material that it looked like a swimsuit anyway. 

Of course, Ye Lu couldn’t follow her to watch her bathe, so he could only hope that she would come 

back sooner. 

However, not long afterwards, he heard Ye Yan’s terrified shout. 

“Ah!” 

“Help!” 

…… 

“Woori!” 

Ye Luo was depressed and wanted to put Qin Siyu and Long Feixue away before going to save them, but 

the two women did not agree this time, they looked firmly at Ye Luo and nodded, so there was no 

choice but to take them and dart towards the woods. 

As a result, he saw that Ye Yan had already been caught by the other side. 

However, the other party did not gag Ye Yan, but let her shout, obviously aiming to attract himself to the 

net as well. 

However, after Ye Luo checked the other party’s cultivation level through his “glasses”, Ye Luo’s brow 

furrowed because the cultivation level of this group of people was very high, and the leader of the group 

had actually opened the eighth aperture of the “Golden Dan Avenue”. 

“I’m in big trouble now!” 

The opponent’s cultivation level far exceeded his own strength, moreover, he still had the hostage Ye 

Yan in his hands, so for a moment, Ye Lu also felt a bit overwhelmed. 

“There’s no choice but to fight!” 

Ye Luo muttered through clenched teeth. 

 


